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Background
Extracting data from healthcare records is essential for clinical and research
purposes but can be labour and time intensive on entry by clinical staff in
particular. We developed a natural language processing (NLP) application
to automatically extract meaningful data from routinely-generated multiple sclerosis
(MS) clinic letters, that crucially could be applied to any format of letter received by
the system.
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Methods
We developed the system using the open source platform GATE (General
Architecture for Text Engineering) and a training set of 100 manually annotated MS
clinic letters, annotation was carried out by a domain expert using the Brat rapid
annotation tool (BRAT) (Figure 1). The system extracts information from each clinic
letter including: MS Diagnosis and current disease type, Extended Disability Status
Scale (EDSS) score, current and previous Disease Modifying Therapies (DMT),
walking distance, and MRI information.
For initial validation, we used MS clinic letters, we compared the systems
performance in extracting MS diagnosis, EDSS score, current and previous DMTs
with human annotation from the initial 100 letters. We developed the ATEMS
(Automated Text Extraction for Multiple Sclerosis) algorithm for this purpose. We
recorded precision (proportion of extracted items that are accurate), recall (proportion
of items that are extracted) and F1-score (harmonic mean of precision and recall).
Letter composition:
• 78% Consultant annual review letters
• 18% MS Specialist Nurse Letters
• 3% Test Results letters
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Letters were randomised from 4 UK NHS Trusts
• Wales
• Northern Ireland
• 2 x England
Cohort composition can be seen in Table 1
Results of NLP Algorithm can be seen in Table 2

Results
Table 1 Cohort Composition

Table 2 Algorithm Results

Item

Item

n

MS Diagnosis

42

93

89.1

92.3

EDSS

49

97.8

93.8

95.8

Current DMT

56

88.1

87

87.7

Clinic Date

91

100

92.3

96.8

Value

Precision % Recall% F1-Score%

MS Type
RRMS

86%

SPMS

10%

PPMS

4%

Gender F/M

78% / 22%

Average Age 50 years

Conclusion
We have proven that NLP can be used to automatically extract elements of the UK MS Register minimum dataset from MS clinic letters and this has the
potential to transform clinical practice and research at a large scale. Realising the potential utility and requirements for the ease of use of NLP tools,
Swansea University Medical School has developed a software suite - Fed-NLP to automate many of the technical aspects of this process and to speed
operationalisation in clinical settings and within research, this will be incorporated into our future work. We will continue to develop and score the
algorithm using a larger independent data set.
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